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SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard

❑

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

❑

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Foreign Orders:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs. Thank you.
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 .........................
$ 50.01 to $100.00 .........................
$ 100.01 to $200.00 .........................
$ 200.01 to $300.00 .........................
$ 300.01 to $400.00 .........................
$ 400.01 to $500.00 .........................
$ 500.01 to $600.00 .........................
Maximum Liability $600.00

$0.75
$1.60
$2.40
$3.50
$4.60
$5.40
$6.20

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
Express and FedEx. These are all available to
you for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions - call us.

Domestic orders are sent at our discretion,
a minimum $3.50 shipping charge will be
**Prices subject to change without notice.** added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
Delivery Charges imposed by them.
copy and or prices.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.
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Debuted At Blackpool!
House Of Magic...

Buma’s Triple Haunted
Skeleton Key
A Skeleton Key unlike any other comes to
life in the spectator’s hand! Its movement
is under your complete control!
Not only will its motion announce its coming
to life, have it answer questions like a
rapping board, lean it against a glass for a
telekinetic timber effect, choreograph its
movement for your own personal
customized routine.
You may also perform the classic haunted
key where the Skeleton Key eerily turns
itself in the palm of your hand, simply
master the balance point of the Skeleton
Key. And yet, at no time before, during or
after the performance, is there ever any
physical connection between the Skeleton
key and you the performer. Totally examinable at all times.
Impromptu, no set up, always ready for performance. Why Triple?
(1) Buma’s stunning hand sculptured anatomical 3D Skeleton Key
for the classic Haunted Key effect.
(2) Buma’s original hand sculptured anatomical Skeleton Key is
secretly gaffed, that’s right covertly embedded in the Skeleton’s
head is a neodymium magnet, specially chosen of its properties
which allow it to be responsive to steel and magnets.
(3) The Buma gimmick, a hand cast pair of connected false fingers
that contains six powerful individually embedded neodymium
magnets, three embedded in each finger, allowing for your
complete covert customized control over the Skeleton Key.
The Buma gimmick will prove to be an outstanding stand alone
prop in your arsenal of covert magic effects,
allow it to work for you by bringing it into
play in your routined presentations that call
for shim coins, PK effects, shim cards, etc., any where you
need covert movement and control of a magnetic reactive
item. All hand Crafted by BUMA, all original to magic, all
available from Stevens Magic Emporium.

Limited Availability....$150
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Del Ray Computer Deck
An Authorized Version! Routine goes like
this... A spectator shuffles and cuts a regular
deck of cards. A card is freely selected. The
performer gives the deck a shuffle and cut. The
spectator is then asked to cut the deck into
four piles. The computer deck is handed to
the spectator who then places the deck on any
pile. If nothing happens, the computer deck is
placed on another pile. This continues until
the deck comes to life. Lights flash, beeping sounds emanate from the deck and
flashing random numbers appear. The sequence stops with a number. The
computer deck is set aside and the spectator counts down to the specified number
to reveal the selected card.
Del Ray’s routine is described in the book Del Ray – America’s Foremost,
which is included as a bonus.
Featur es of the Del Ray
Computer Deck: Modernized
electronic design of circuit board
with integrated circuit chips and
micro surface mount electronic
components. When the switch is
turned on the digital display briefly
flashes the preset number as a
visual reminder. When unit is
activated the 18 second cycle
audible and visual features include
4 bright red flashing LEDs, variable
beeping sounds, double digital display flashes parallel rolling bars, perpendicular
rotating bars, then rapidly flashing random digits flash on the display panel finally
stopping on the preset number. The final displayed number corresponds to the
selected card location in a pile and remains on until the deck is lifted off the pad.
The deck automatically resets for next performance when
it is removed from the selected card pile. Items supplied
with package. Full instructions with two routine and
suggestions as well as technical information are included
in the six page package. A DVD includes a performance
with an audience, full instructions on using the deck, and
a brief history of the Del Ray computer deck.
The requirements are the ability to control a selected
card to a preset number in a deck cards. This is usually
between 4 and 9 cards from the bottom of the deck. An
easy method is included in the instructions Access
website for MORE Details.

FREE Del Ray Book Included!!
4

649

$
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Control Your Music

Cue
Command

Cue Command was designed
from its conception to its
realization as one integrated
system dedicated to giving the
solo performer complete error
free control of a show’s music
and sound. All of Cue
Command’s components meet
exacting standards required for
Apple approval. (Ankle-switch
now available!)
Features: The Cue Command
integrated system of an Apple
App for your iPhone, iPod
Touch, iPad or iPad Mini and the
Apple approved appliance and
remote control provides the
following features—Error-free
control of your music and sound effects. No messing with MP3 devices, memory
sticks or PCs. Simply plays tracks from your iTunes playlist on most Apple iOS
devices (iPod Touch, iPhone, iPad, iPad Mini)…no manipulation or user
programming is needed. Handheld transmitter utilizes large, domed buttons, that
can be readily felt through fabric such as a pant pocket. Comprehensive range of
sound functions including start, stop, cue forward/back and complete volume and
fade control. At the end of each track, the system will automatically cue to the
next track and hold in pause. A single button-press will cause the current track to
gradually fade out and the player will cue to the next track. Error free volume
consistency from track to track. Play/pause, track forward/back, volume up/
down and one-touch fade-to-cue-to-next are all controlled by the hand-held
transmitter. More than 16-million unique transmitter addresses. This virtually
guarantees you will be the only one who can control your system. Reliable and
secure control over 100+ yard distance. Track numbers prominently displayed in
either portrait or landscape mode on your Apple iOS device. Charging of your
Apple iOS device is provided through the Cue Command appliance. Apple iOS
devices (including iPad) will receive the appropriate amount of power to properly
charge while connected to the docking cable. Fully approved and conforming to
Apple’s exacting standards.
Learn More About Cue Command—by accessing our website!

615

$
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Mystical Mental Miracle

J.C. Moore Presents...

Illumini Spirit Light

When we saw this beautifully hand
crafted item, we had to try to bring it
into our exclusive line…. We’re very
happy to have done so! Please note
these units are custom made in
batches of 3 units. Therefore,
fulfillment can take up to 4-6
weeks.
From J.C. Moore’s...Some years
ago, a somewhat weathered black
wooden box came to be in my
possession. The box contained a number
of books, journals, and items of curiosity.
Though I cannot say for certain who the
original owner of the box was, or who
its contents may have belonged to, I do
have my suspicions. Some of the items
contained within were in better condition
than others. One can’t help but wonder
what journeys this box or its contents
must have had before coming into my
hands. Among the books, found folded
and tucked away, were several loose
pages containing information regarding exotic woods from the far reaches of Africa,
and visits with Shaman, Spirits, and etheric energy. Along with these pages, there
was a plan for a device indicating that said device might somehow react to influences
from the other side...the “Spirit World.”
From these pages, the Illumini Spirit Light was carefully hand-crafted. No expense
or detail was spared. The end result: an etheric energy-detecting device
that is incredibly sensitive to unseen electrical fluctuations. Created
using the materials described with
precise measurements as calculated, it
is not only a wonderful device for use,
but also beautiful to simply behold, with
the stylings of early scientific equipment
that combine artistry with function.

655

$

Remember these can take
up to 4-6 weeks!
6
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Larry Barnowsky Presents...
Rings Of
Alexandria

An ancient counting device originally
discovered in the ruins of The Great
Library of Alexandria is introduced.
The device must be set aligned to the
North for it to function. Once that is
done, a deck of cards is shown and
given a genuine riffle shuffle. The
magician tur ns his back or is
blindfolded and gives instructions to
two spectators. A deck of cards is freely cut and one spectator places any number
of cards into his pocket. The remaining cards are dealt into 4 piles and any leftover
cards are added to the pocketed cards. The cards on the table are divided between
the two spectators. The magician instructs each spectator to deal cards into a
certain number of piles (one deals 5 piles) so there are equal numbers in each pile.
If there are any leftover cards they each set them aside. Using the number of
leftover cards, each spectator moves rings on the ancient device from the left side
to the right. Once that’s done, the ring on the left will be the only one showing an
engraved number. The spectator reads that number aloud and then counts the
number of cards in his pocket; the number of cards in the pocket exactly
matches the number engraved on the ring. As an added climax, the magician
turns around and tells the spectator the exact sum of the values of all the cards that
were in his pocket.
The cards and the device can be thoroughly examined. No memorization or
difficult calculations are required. The device provides all the information to know
how many cards are in the pocket and the sum of the card values too. You can
concentrate on your presentation since the effect essentially works by itself. No
Forcing. No Equivoque. No Peeking. No sleight-of-hand. Works 100% of the
time. Can be done with one spectator if desired
The Rings Of Alexandria Kit includes the following: The hand-crafted apparatus
made from maple, select pine and reed. Rings are engraved with hand-stamped
numbers. The required denominations of 52 play money bills. A special deck of
cards which can be thoroughly examined. Full script included with the 10 page
color illustrated instructions (five
versions explained in detail).
Step-by-step explanations show how
to easily perform all four effects.
Attractive carrying box to hold all
props. Each device is stamped on
the bottom with a number indicating
that this is a limited edition run. 36
sequentially numbered units will
be made.

108

$
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Truly Wonderful

Pete Biro Presents...

Creamer

Imagine a simple demitasse cup, a spoon
and a creamer like you find at coffee
shops and restaurants and creating a
simple to do, highly entertaining routine.
It’s a perfect routine for the restaurant
worker. Everything fits in your pocket
and there’s a minimal sleight involved,
which he simplified, as you will see on
the included DVD. The DVD shows three different situations performing at
spectator’s tables, and a thorough explanation of all you need to know.
You receive the Demitasse Cup, a spoon and two specially-prepared cream
containers (nothing to go sour, as cream has been replaced with a solid component).
There are two hidden gimmicks that help make it work with ease. Props come
boxed and includes a red carrying bag, a DVD with three performances and full
instructions, as well as a set of illustrated printed instructions (DVD’s are great but
I think having a quick printed reference as well is the best). In addition, a printed
set of instructions is included with added ideas and suggested final loads.

50

$

Magic Smith Presents...

Flash Tray

Mentalism’s Hottest Weapon
Flash Tray allows you to introduce the
most dramatic element, FIRE, in an
ingenious, motivated way. Items placed
inside of it inexplicably burst into flames
at your command.
Flash Tray is designed to look like an ordinary ashtray—its small, empty and
completely natural looking. Spectators can handle it and they won’t discover its
diabolical hi-tech secret. Yet it’s so simple to control, you can concentrate entirely
on your presentation.
Flash Tray offers you an array of possibilities. Included are six scripted routines
from the brilliant mind of Christopher Rose, along with 12 other routines.
Flash Tray can be performed close-up and surrounded. It works on any surface
and can even be held by the spectator during performance. Custom designed from
the ground up—its designed for years of service. Examinable. Remote Control.
Rechargeable. Flash Paper Included. Eighteen Routines included.

130

$
8
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What You See...

Materialization
Chamber
Loosely based on a concept introduced
many years ago by U.F. Grant, Rich
Hill’s Materialization chamber takes the
effect a giant step further. The idea
came from magician, Brian Bailey, who said, “Wouldn’t it be cool if the box
could be examined after the effect?” Well, here you go!
A trendy looking box is shown to be thoroughly empty. Accompanying the box is
a clear tube, which is also shown empty and may be examined. The empty tube is
placed into the top of the box, the doors are immediately opened and the tube is
filled with silks! (Produce anything that will fit in the tube—silks, flowers, fruit, you
name it!) After the effect, both doors are opened to reveal the tube full of your
production items. Now, here’s the kicker...the box can then be examined!
This is a very versatile production device, easy to perform, a beautiful design and
built tough. This effect is AMAZING!
DIMENSIONS OF ITEM:
Left to Right Bottom: 6.5-inches
Left to Right Top: 8.5-inches
Front to Back: 5.5-inches
Diameter of Tube: 4-inches
Height of Tube: 12-inches
Overall Height: 13-inches at the tallest point

345 + shipping & handling

$
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Card Classics

Joe Riding’s

Three Card Four

“The Only Three Card Trick
In The World Using Four
Cards!”
A true professional classic with the
both Fred Kaps & Ken Brooke
Routines.
Commercial card tricks are still very
hard to find despite the fact that
card experts invent them almost
daily. Visible card effects are still
harder to come across. This uses JUMBO Bicycle cards and is visible from start to
finish. This effect has been time-tested for years and years and I can assure my
readers that it is also very, very commercial. Plays well in cabaret, trade shows,
stand up, stage and it is great for children’s shows as well!
PROFESSIONAL MAGIC AT IT’S BEST!
This trick comes complete with Jumbo Cards, Fred Kaps Routine & Ken Brooke
Routine, DVD of Bob Swadling’s Act included on DVD is explanation of routine,
Also copy, in writing, of both routines. Bonus: Alex Elmsley’s Four As Four
Routine. See performance of Bob Swadling’s routine on our website!
Don’t pass this one up if you are a worker.

Available Again... $35

Two great Stevens Magic Classics!
Highly Recommended!

Giant Cervon Monte
Stevens Magic is very proud to features
Bruce’s fabulous Giant Cervon Monte.
It uses ONLY three jumbo cards. There is
NO special printing on the cards. The card
indices are NOT altered. Bruce’s funny
$100 routine is included on DVD and it
comes complete with jumbo cards and
instructions. Packs flat and plays “BIG.”
The spectator sees the three jumbo cards,
with one being a court card. The court
card is in the middle, for sure, but it is still impossible to find the jumbo court card,
as it jumps to the back or front to avoid being found! How is this possible as there
are NO false moves? Believe it!

37.50

$
10
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Magic Of A Different Sort
Bi-Kolor Kut

A Cute Magic Origami Effect!
From out of the past, 1931 to be exact, Leslie
Guest and Judah created this cut paper effect!
Here how it goes... A paper
sheet containing 16 squares
alternately colored red and
green are displayed and subject
to several rapid folds! The
performer announces that he
will make one cut with the
scissors, thereby separating
each of the squares. Also that he will divide all
the red squares from the green ones! Two
spectators are requested to hold the paper, each
holding a folded corner. The performer makes
the ONE CUT. When it is found that one
speculator holds eight red squares and the other
spectator is holding all the green squares! A
miracle!
The paper with the colored squares is NOT
gaffed! Comes complete with 1 sample, 12 refills and a DVD performance and
instructions! Refills are available or you can reprint your own!

26

$

Refills Available (12 Sheets)...$16

Mental
Age Test
Hand a lady seven cards that have
numbers on them. Tell her to answer
with a “yes” or “no” if she sees her age
on each card. As the last card is
answered, you place it down and take a
quick sneak peek on the other side (that
divulges her age mathematically). Then
you boldly announce, “Oh, yes, you
must be 32!”
She will be amazed. You immediately
repeat with her mentally choosing any
number between 1 and 99. It will reveal the chosen number
every time! A must have!

Lots Of Fun!! $18
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Amazing Mental Effects

Innocence Cards

This is a special deck of 17 cards with
images that come from his childhood
memory. This deck is designed so even
the novice reader will find it easy to give
readings.
Each card has a specific drawing taken
from Charles Gar ner’s childhood
drawings, and the readings cover love,
money, risk, health, etc. The cards are
coded, which makes it a simple matter
to know which card the spectator
chooses. The cards can also be turned over to reveal 17 colors that can also be read.
Charles’ deck of cards was designed for professional readers, but as the system is
so easy to use, they’ll prove just as useful for beginners. Each symbol is designed to
have a substantial meaning, which you can make as in-depth as you like. The cards
are also ideal for quick readings and the story behind the cards will prove endearing
and helpful to your clients. The ability to give any type of reading, whether it be
palm reading or tarot cards, has a huge impact on lay people in general. People
who are put off by regular tarot style cards and readings will find these are the
perfect vehicle to give quick, light and positive readings.

65

$

Prediction Box

The Prediction Box (from Indomagic
Land) is a beautiful box constructed from hard
wood, with a dark smoky stain. Upon lifting the
lid a tray is seen, which houses four numbered,
square blocks (also made of hard wood). Upon
lifting the tray (which contains the four blocks of
wood) a clearly seen unknown but pre-committed
prediction (in the form of a folded small piece of
paper) rests on the bottom of the box. The tray
is then placed back inside the box and the
performer turns his back and asks any spectator
to simply remove any one of the four numbers,
and hold it tightly in their hands for a period of
five seconds. After which, the performer instructs them to return the block to the
tray, and let the performer know when it’s OK to turn back around. At this point
the performer doesn’t touch anything and asks another spectator to remove the
top tray again and also remove the prediction, unfold it and read it aloud. Sure
enough, in doing so, it matches exactly the numbered block the spectator
was previously holding in their hands. No electronics used! Thanks to
T.A. Waters for the idea of this great effect.

Special Price no further discounts!
12

70

$
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Exclusive Stage Effects
Double-Locked
Mystery Chest

A Tribute To Roy Roth! An original
mechanical marvel credited to the late great
Roy Roth—updated and improved by master
craftsman Louie Gaynor.
Performer asks for a coin from an audience
member. Before taking it, he hands them a
Sharpie to sign their initials (or a mark) on
the coin. That coin is then placed inside a small wooden box which is shook to
confirm the coin is truly inside. The small box that houses the coin is placed on a
small table and the performer points to another table that has a felt or cloth bag on
its top. The performer opens up the bag and pulls out a beautiful wooden treasure
box. The box is locked, but also tied up with strings. The performer unties the
strings and then hands the spectator a key to open up the locked box. Upon doing
so, there is another smaller treasure box inside, which is also locked and has strings
protruding from each end. The smaller box is also removed and unlocked by a
spectator and when it is opened, inside is the signed quarter, which is confirmed to
be the exact coin by the spectator. Note: To perform the above routine requires
a rattle box, which is not included in this set, but available at Stevens Magic.
Exceptionally easy-to-perform, which means this is an item you will USE! There is
no duplication, the item that ends up in the box is “exactly” the same item. Made
out of Red Mahogany. Each unit is stamped LUE for Louie Gaynor.

Portable Asrah

Back In-Stock!

250

$

The assistant is covered by a cloth then begins
to float, first vertically and then horizontally! The
performer’s hands are free as the woman
continues floating, you even see her feet moving!
Suddenly, she vanishes into thin air! Forget bulky
apparatus and equipment, big stages and other
helpers. Everything is handled by the performer
himself. With Julio Lipan’s Portable Asrah,
you can forget the apparatus, big stages and
other helpers. The effect is the same but much
more practical now that everything is handled
by the performer himself. Using only one
assistant, you can perform the Asrah illusion in a ballroom or even a living room!
This is a great illusion that can be carried in a small suitcase—collapses down to
18 X 10 X 6-inches. Fully extended its 5-feet 3-inches tall. Entire illusion weighs
only about 4 pounds. Don’t let the price cause you to think this is just another
cheap illusion!

850

$
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Collector’s Workshop Cups
Marlin Cups

A wonderful set of custom-made metal
cordial cups produced by the craftsmen
at Collector’s Workshop.
This is a mini version of our Midas Cups.
The performer drops four quarters into
one cup and when inverted only three
coins drop out. The second cup is lifted
which reveals the missing coin. This is
repeated with another coin joining the
previous coin under the other cup. One
by one the coins travel invisibly from one
cordial cup to the other. Finally, the
performer slides a cup (mouth down)
across the table leaving a trail of dimes
which stretches across his close-up pad.
This is an elegant and magical transposition which only requires your time to learn.
The cups and coins provided do most of the work for you. Comes complete with
two brass cups-nickel plated, special coins, final load gimmick and complete
instructions. Cups measure 5.5-inches tall by slightly less than 1.5-inches wide.
Use US quarters (not included).

99

$

Midas Cups
Poetry in motion. One of the classiest
coin-transposition ever offered. Elegant
and sure-fire with a killer ending!
Three US half dollars invisibly travel from
one silver goblet to the other in a
beautifully choreographed routine
presented by Al Cohen. The routine ends
with a shower of dimes! The cups are
handled in a casual manner; the routine
designed to entertain and amaze. No
palming or other sleights. Simple magic
made even simpler by our unique and
elegant props. Fully mechanical in nature.
The cups may be examined or handled
by spectators.

Comes complete with detailed instructions, beautiful silver-plated champagne fluted
cups, special coins, final load gimmick and custom-carrying bag. Champagne cups
measure 9-inches tall.

132.50

$
14
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A Favorite From Viking
Strait Jacket

Houdini made his reputation with the strait jacket escape
and it has been a success wherever performed. The
strait jacket escape can be played for serious drama and
suspense or lighthearted comedy and laughter. Let your
imagination run wild—your audience will love it!
This top quality is made of softened khaki green cotton
canvas with brown “distressed” leather-like trim, 100%
leather belting and nickel-plated buckles. This gives it
an air of authenticity and make it appear the formidable
challenge that it is. This is the same color jacket used by
Houdini. Despite its rugged appearance, this strait jacket
is engineered to allow the performer comfort, flexibility
and ease. It is sturdily constructed and designed
to provide years of service. Special modifications
ensure escape, yet remain undetectable to those
examining the jacket.
Jackets can be used by anyone from slight to
stocky build—weighing 110 to 210 pounds and
up to six feet tall. Specify size: S (40-42), M
(44-48), L (50-52), XL (54-56). Khaki green
only. Customer sizes available for additional
charge. Excellent Quality!

XL...$250
M...$240

L...$240
S...$225

2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Viking Silk Effects

Deluxe
Silk To
Egg

A red silk is run
through the perfor mer’s hands,
then poked into his
fist. It is tossed into
the left hand, but
instead of the silk, he
shows an EGG! The
silk has vanished
from his hands and
is pulled from his
pocket. Now, the audience is let in on the secret: He used two silks and a fake,
hollow egg. The performer agrees to show all and repeats his moves, but when the
egg finally appears for the second time, it is broken into a glass and show to be a
real egg! Complete with specially formed ceramic egg, two 18-inch silks and special
gimmick.

A Classic!!

Billy McComb’s

No Tip Silk Vanish

Half-Dyed Silk
Billy’s signature effect plays
professionally and entertainingly. A
white silk passed through your closed
fist and changes bright red. Performer
lets the audience in on the secret, (they
think), but in the end the silk comes out
of the fist half red and half white. Comes
complete and routined.

50

$
16

35

$

This is a very remarkable vanish of a
silk hank. The performer pokes the silk
into his first with a small wand or pen.
He taps the hand and the silk hank is
completely gone. Both hands can be
shown empty. All gimmicks are made
of metal and will last a lifetime. No pulls!!
Comes complete with detailed
instructions.

12.50

$
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Viking Predictions

T’Ang Dynasty
Tea Chest

The performer borrows a finger ring and seals
it into a small paper envelope, leaving it in
full view. Now, the performer points to—but
does not touch—a magnificent, small tea
chest. It’s exterior of exotic wood reflects well
the hours of hand-rubbed attention paid by
an artisan of the old school. Hanging from
the front of the chest is a small string with a
familiar tea bag tag. The spectator is invited
to open the envelope. It contains nothing but
fragrant tea leaves. The performer gently shakes the
tea chest. There is a telltale rattle. He opens the chest,
showing that it is chock full of tea bags. The performer
grasps the tag on the outside of the box and lifts the
attached bag from the chest. Inside the tea bag, that
was inside the box, is the spectator’s ring! This is a fine,
and yes, poetic piece of magic. It plays well for parlor,
stage and even close-up. Comes with full routine and
presentation. It is a piece you will be proud to own.

ESP ChipSational

$

155

The performer shows the audience
two sets of five ESP chips. These will
be used in a psychic experiment
involving one of the spectators. The
twist is, the spectator will actually be
able to “read the performer's mind”!
The performer places a chip inside
the two compartment box, facedown, followed by the spectator
placing his impression of what he
“feels” matches the performer's chip
in the remaining empty hole. The performer always goes first. When all 10 chips
have been placed in their respective holes they are tipped out on the base and one
by one are shown to match perfectly! The spectator actually predicts the performers
choices and is 100% correct!
Things to remember—There is no force of any kind. The effect is performed
exactly as detailed above. The outcome of each presentation is completely random.
Set-up/reset takes but 30 seconds. No sleights. All props may be handled by the
spectator. The outcome can be different every time. Comes complete with
mahogany base with walnut lid and mahogany inlay, hand-crafted box (4.25 x
2.25 x 1 9/16-inches); custom chips and complete instructions.

95

$
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Viking Available Again

Deluxe Billiard
Ball Set

This is one of the finest sets of
Multiplying Billiard Balls on the market
today. Balls are turned from select wood
chosen for its light weight and resistance
to cracking. Each ball is 17/8-inch in
diameter. Painted in proprietary red with
gold flake rayon finish. This finish will
last a lifetime and will become more “user
friendly” the more you use these balls.
The set consists of three solid red balls, a
white ball for a color change, a hollow ball for the Silk To Ball effect and a precision
made thin wooden shell. The complete set comes packed in a custom, walnut
case. Not since early Thayer have such an exquisite Billiard Ball set been offered.
The 17/8-inch balls give the illusion of larger balls, but make it easier to perform
and handle than the 2-inch or larger balls. These balls have that special
“cling” finish! If you are looking for a Billiard Ball set to be proud of, a set that
will allow you to show off your skill, then look no further!

155

$

Chest Of Nostradamus
Invented by Jos Denys of Belgium...The
mentalist displays a small chest suspended from
chains hanging from his extended finger, which
contains a deck of cards and a small envelope. A
spectator opens the chest to get the cards and
cuts from the deck as many cards as he wishes.
The mentalist guarantees the freely cut card will
match the prediction in the envelope. The
participant is asked, in his mind only; to cut an
imaginary deck of cards, count the number of
cards in the portion he cut and keep it to himself.
He has a free choice and may change his mind
until the moment that he reveals it. The participant
is asked to do the same with the real deck of cards. The chains are detached, the
chest placed on the participant’s palm. He is told to open the chest and to place
the envelope and deck on the table. The envelope containing the prediction card
is removed and placed next to the chest. The participant counts off the same
number of cards that he imagined cutting in his mind previously and places the
dealt off cards aside. Then he removes the top card from his stack and places it to
the side—face down. Attention is drawn to the prediction envelope—it is torn
open showing the card inside to be an exact match! Reset takes two minutes.

245

$
18
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Dr. Paul & Bill Montana
The Conundrum

The Conundrum is that latest of these impossible
creations and was crafted in the workshops of Dr.
Paul and Bill Montana. The effect was created
for the close-up performer and or restaurant worker
is very different from the standard card and coin
trick. Its also very visual and can be used in a couple
of different ways. (See website for detailed
explanation of effects.)
The overall size of the Conundrum is 3.5 x 3.5inches and 3/4-inch thick. It also features a hand
rubbed varnish finish on the puzzle parts. The back
of the puzzle pieces have a felt back. The
Conundrum was built to last a lifetime.

40

$

The Missing Inch
This is a recreation of a very mysterious and
classic effect. This new version is made from
wood and was built to last a lifetime of use. This
classic effect comes from the workshop of Bill
Montana. For this effect you will need a
small tape measure not provided.
This item will appeal to those who teach math
and science by using magic. Equally it will appeal
to those magicians who like wood props and
effects that are “away from the norm.” While
construction may appear to look easy—I assure
you it’s not…It is made from plywood, with felt back and stained and varnished by
hand. More details on our website!

Fifteen Arrows

25

$

This is a wonderful, close-up item for the performer
who is looking for something a bit different from
the norm.
The rules are simple, the person who takes the last
arrow will either win or lose. This choice is given
to your opponent as with the choice of who will go
first. Fifteen Arrows can also be played as a
prediction effect too! Fifteen Arrows comes complete with the wooden arrows,
used as game pieces. Included in each set is an extra arrow should one missing!
More details on our website!

Limited Quantities...$15
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Dr. Paul & Bill Montana
Win-Lose
Rolling Log

Oh boy! Are you going to have
fun with this item! Long off the
market and very hard to find today!
A high-low log which enables YOU the
“Magi” to roll the log and come up
with higher numbers and when given
to the spectator, they come up with
the lower numbers! (Get it?!)
It is an innocent-looking log, it has an educated “gaff” that can be controlled. (One
can either claim the highest number wins or lower numbers win—your choice.)
The Win-Lose Rolling Log is accurate 80-90% of the time and gives good
advantage over the person who is playing. It is so diabolical in design that if you
could travel back in time with this device, you would leave even the best of the
“crooked gamblers” broke in just a few games.
Made of Hard Maple and hand crafted in the workshops of Dr. Paul and Bill
Montana and is sold for entertainment purposes only. Log is 3/4-inch
thick and 2-inches long and comes with instructions for use.

Limited Quantities...$40

Slick Dimey
During the first part of the 20th
Century about 1910-1919 this
little magical gem first
appeared. It may have been
originally created by Carl S.
Lohrey of Dayton, Ohio as it is
mentioned in one of his earliest
catalogs. It also is mentioned in
a very early advertisement from
Sherm’s Inc., of Bridgeport, Connecticut, as well as being featured occasionally in
very early ads for Thayer (however it was not a Thayer item and was only sold
through them).
This trick is simple enough to do a small child can master it, yet its perplexing
enough for adults. No Skill Required. The routine will make any magician look
like a real worker. One Dime and two Pennies are used with the tube which are
not included. Sample routines and patter available on our website.

Limited Quantities...$25

20
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Great Money Items!
Mismade
Dollar Bill
The magicians borrows a dollar bill
and shows both sides. He then
shows both hands empty. (Except
for the borrowed bill, of course!)
The bill is folded in half and then in
half again.
With a magical gesture the bill is unfolded, and has transformed into a “mismade”
bill. The “mismade” bill is refolded and changed back to its original form and then
returned to the spectator.

12.50

$

Fred Kaps Treasury Note
The performer slowly counts five pieces of newspaper.
With a flick of the wrist, the paper instantly changes
into five $1.00 bills! (Can be changed back into paper
too!) You will love this stunning, close-up, walkaround
effect. We’ve made the master gimmick
for you! All you have to do is add five
$1.00 bills to the packet! Quick! Visual!
Perform Surrounded! Easy To Do! Easy
To Carry! Don’t leave home without it.

Available Again!

15

$

Confusing George

The Five $1.00 Bill Illusion
Pull out five $1.00 bills and count them in front of the
spectators, turning every other one over as you count
them! So you have some upside down and a couple
right side up! That’s it. Flick them...Shake them...Blow
on them...Turn them over and all of the bills are now
face up! Yep, that’s right—you mix them and still they
correct themselves. “Old George” is magical and
confusing for sure! No false counts or sleights! An
excellent effect for walk around or close-up! Comes
complete with instructions.
(Includes 4 Real Dollar Bills) $20
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Fearson’s Got Some Winners!
Impossible
Levitation

ANYONE can do this and you can
perform it just about anywhere… UP
CLOSE… EVEN IN BROAD
DAYLIGHT!
Now you can per for m a truly
impossible feat of levitation without
complicated body hookups, without
fumbling with reels and without fear
of the object falling to the ground
because your thread snapped.
Impossible has never been so easy!
You will receive all necessary gimmicks and access to a comprehensive
online instructional DVD. (Bonus alternate presentation ideas included.)
IMPORTANT: You supply the bill and the glass.

29.50

$

Master
Wax—
Colored

Master
Wax—
Flesh
Invisible thread
work demands a
wax that is tacky
and pliable, yet
hard enough to hold the thread firmly
so that it doesn’t pull through the wax
and come loose. This wax meets all
those requirements!
It will stick firmly to a fingernail, playing
card or other hard surface and comes
off clean! It will not cause a mess by
sticking to your skin or clothing like other
brands. But most importantly…
Fearson’s Master Wax holds thread tight!
And since it’s flesh colored, it’s more
stealth-like than traditional white wax.

8

$
22

You receive four
colors. Red and
Blue for the back
of Bicycle decks.
Also Black and
White for attaching to the faces or to
the backs of the many specialty decks
that have been introduced recently.
You can also MIX the colors to achieve
EXACTLY the shade you need! Adding
a dab of black will darken up the color,
a bit of white will lighten it. This means
no more worries in close quarters, they’ll
NEVER spot your wax. Use the white
to attach to the back of a borrowed credit
card and it COMES OFF CLEAN! But
most importantly… Fearson’s Master
Wax holds thread tight!

15

$
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Tricks To Get Laughs!

Coffee Cup
Mystery

This is a scientific magical illusion!
Imagine a large coffee cup
handing on a string and at the
opposite end of the string is a
large washer. You extend your
ar ms so the string if fully
stretched. Pick up the wand and
hold it under the string supporting
the cup. NOW... drop the washer
end and watch the MAGIC! The
cup does NOT fall to the floor!
Pure magic! The cups falls, BUT
never reaches the floor! Instead,
the string wraps around the wand (science and
gravity are involved here) and prevents the cup
from hitting the ground!
YOU MUST SEE THIS TO BELIEVE IT! A
great novelty item. Excellent for children’s
shows. Lay audiences will love it. You will
too!
Important: Does not come with wand as
shown in photo, you must provide your
own.

20

$

Connection
2 Versions!

The performer displays a rod, which has
a red string at each end. On tag has a
picture of a boy, the other has a picture
of a girl.
The performer tells an Asian myth, in
which lovers are connected by invisible
red string. When the performer pulls the
boy tag down, the girl rag rises as if they are connected. But the center part of the
rod is transparent, so audience can see that there is no string between the two
tags. There are two versions: Small and Large. The small version can be
completely disassembled at the end, but you CANNOT dissemble the large!

Small (7.5-inches)...$27.50
Large (16.5-inches)...$42.50
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Seo’s Tricks & Gimmicks

Bending Spoon
In Picture

Become an instant psychic! An
illustration of a spoon is shown
on a clipboard. A spectator is
asked to sign his name on the
paper beside the drawing of the
spoon. The performer removes
the paper from the clipboard,
tur ns it face down and
concentrates on bending it.
When the paper is shown, the spoon is now BENT! The bent spoon illustration is
there on the paper with the spectator’s signature! One piece of paper—nothing
more! Clever, ingenious, mystifying! Very well made.

48

$

Fujiwara Ball
Gimmick
Surprise your audience as you produce
dollar bills and spectacular silks magically
from thin air! This ball gimmick is NOT
made of metal, because this gimmick is
made of very soft material you can easily
fold it up—to contain a smaller load. It
doesn’t have string like the old style hank
ball. Comes with two different sizes of
ball gimmick. No need to choose the
size—YOU GET BOTH SIZES!!
Bigger size—three or four 18-inch silks
can be held in the gimmick. Smaller
size—over 10 bills can be held in the
gimmick. Comes with Lecture DVD
(details and techniques for use are
explained).

30

$
24

Fujiwara Gimmick
& DVD
A Hot New Gimmick! The performer
places a half dollar into his hand and it
disappears. He immediately shows both
open hands. The coin reappears just as
easily. Vanish a stack of quarters, a silk,
even a spoon! No palming. No sleeving.
No magnets or pulls. Use this unique
gimmick for transpositions, vanishes
appearances. Let the gimmick do the
work for you. Complete with special
gimmick and very detailed informative
DVD. Limited quantities available.

32.50

$
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Stage Classics

Four Nightmares Deluxe
One of our hottest sellers from Tenyo! A long piece of rope and a short
piece of rope are displayed to the audience. Then the magician visually stretches
the ropes to equal lengths. The magician ties the two ropes together. Then the
knot is miraculously slid off of the rope and the magician is left with one long piece
of rope. Finally the magician ties one final knot in the middle of the rope. With no
false moves the loop is slid cleanly off the rope as well, leaving the magician with
a piece of rope in one hand and an endless loop of rope in the other hand. Comes
complete with step-by-step instructions and specially prepared rope!

70

$

Ghostly Rose
You hand a spectator a rose in a clear
plastic vase and instruct them to turn it
over. Of course, the rose falls to the
floor. You then have the vase returned
to you and pick up the rose and place it
within the vase. Then you turn the vase
upside down and the rose refuses to fall
out of the clear bud vase—even when
you swing the vase! You insert the rose
halfway into the vase, releasing the latter and the two still
cling together as if frozen in time and space! They are
under direct control of the performer’s magic! The magic
doesn’t stop there! Suddenly the rose melts right through
the bottom of the clear bud vase. Having done so it is seen
to have also inverted itself resulting in the rose bud protruding
through the bottom of the clear vase. Just as suddenly the
rose reverses itself returning to its original upright position.

50

$
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Brand New—Richard Webster
Strictly Scryer
Here’s a Peek into the next Scryer Project….
The book will be titled Strictly Scryer. It
is estimated to be available early to
mid to late March 2014. This book as
the title explains will feature only routines
and idea’s from Neal Scryer himself… The
book is priced very well because the author
and publisher wanted to try to make it more
accessible to new customers, as well as giving
previous ones—a good value for the money.
An introduction by Neal Scryer, A simple
million dollar lesson to make YOU a better
performer.
Some of the routines detailed in this book
are listed here: Power Of Love, Telepathic
Card, Scryer’s Confabulations, Crystal
Quartz, Who’s The Devil?, Hundred Dollar
Bank Nite, Sneaky Si Stebbins, Roses,
Anything Called Out Pateo, Center Tear
Next Level, Two Of A Kind, Rose Pendulum, The World’s Strongest “Q & A”,
Blindfold Pateo Effect, Crematory Journey and so much more.
Neal Scryer and Richard Webster would like to thank the following for their
dedication, hard work and belief in this project. This book would not exist without
the input of these wonderful people... W. M. Barclay who worked tirelessly behind
the scenes. Everyone at Stevens Magic Emporium for supplying the cover,
promoting the book and being a joy to deal with. Mike Vance for proofreading
and copy-editing. Paul Romhany for typesetting and page layout. Peter Turner
for writing the Foreword. Darrell Mac for writing the Afterword. Joe Curcillo
ESQ, Doug Dyment, Charles Garner, Docc Hilford, Ted Karmilovich,
Tony Razzano, Jon Stetson and YOU for buying this book.
“Neal Scryer’s books are fascinating, intriguing and revealing, with priceless
information and know how for any Mentalist. Having created my international
live TV series “The Next Uri Geller” and meeting hundreds of amazingly skilled
and talented performers in the field of mentalism, I can see how books of this
nature could inspire young artists who want to enter the world of mind
manipulation.” --Uri Geller
“Neal has done it again! This is incredible material from a true working expert
and professional in the field…and yet another tremendous addition to the
Scryer library and legacy!” --Jerome Finley

99

$
26
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Two Phenomenal Books
Up To Date! Topical Professional Material!
For Mentalist—Psychics—Magicians Alike!

Secrets Of A Psychic Reader
By Charles Garner

Charles Garner is a professional ready for 50 years...also
a professional magician, horoscope pitchman, stage
hypnotist, spook show entrepreneur and a seance
medium. (Hmm...a modern day Dr. Q!) His clients are
from all over the world and his client list is a who’s who of
movie, theater and the sporting world.
In this book, Charles explains his “Rules Of Work”, the
essential requirements of a psychic reader. The anatomy
of a reading and how to handle repeat bookings.
Secrets Of A Psychic Reader is essential reading for anyone interested
in the psychic reading business. The secrets in this book should sell for
hundreds of dollars.

47.50

$

Readings As
Entertainment

By Richard Webster
This book of 128 pages, teaches you how to
make money providing entertaining readings for
the lucrative corporate market. You’ll discover—
• the essentials of a readings.
• the six types of readings you should provide.
• how to gain experience at giving quick
readings.
• how to get started.
• how much to charge.
• how to start part-time.
• how to build up your reading business.
• how to create a professional image.
• and so much more!

47.50

$

Get Both Books For...$90

SAVE $10.00!
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Comedy Magic Ins & Outs
Stand Up

A Professional Guide To
Comedy Magic

By Ian Keable
Everyone who has searched for
materials that focus and educate about merger of magic
and comedy usually finds themselves wanting more…
Well, we are happy to say that is not the case—
anymore! Now there is a fantastic book you will want
to purchase that finally answers many of the questions
about comedy magic.
Stand-Up, A Professional Guide to Comedy Magic,
Ian explains all the techniques required to achieve these
goals. It is a step-by-step manual on how to combine comedy with magic, from
writing original lines through to developing your stage persona to maximizing the
benefits of audience participation. But this book is no theoretical treatise; it is
based on ‘real world’ experience, supported by numerous contributions from today’s
top stand-ups: Mac King, John Carney aka Mr. Mysto, Michael Finney, Jeff
Hobson, The Amazing Jonathan and David Williamson. This book has 288 pages,
16 pages of photographs, hardbound with dustjacket.

Available Again...$47.50

That Reminds Me
By Michael Close

Foreword by Penn Jillette! For
more than 20 years, his colleagues
and friends have eagerly awaited
a collection of jokes from his
lar ge r epertoir e. That
Reminds Me is that book—
more than 250 of the best jokes ever told.
This is more than a joke book, though. Included are
personality profiles of the funny people who have
enriched Michael’s life and hilarious anecdotes about
the crazy things that have happened to him.
That Reminds Me will not just make you laugh out loud; it will make your audience
laugh out loud.

Just The Book You’ve Been Waiting For...$22.50
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David Ginn Magic Wonders
LOST MAGIC! From the Almost, Nearly & Partly
Unpublished Books of 1987-1993. DVD Contents include:
Confusing Wands To Snake, Vanishing Coke To Streamer,
Blooming Blossom, Sport Coat Warm-Up, Magic Chalk, Hank
Gamble, Money Hands, Little Indian and lots more!
The $2100 Magic Kit! Back in 1992 David developed a
simple magic kit using clip and paste tricks, a cheap 2card monte and a fortune-telling fish. During that
summer he sold 2100 kits for $1.00 each, thus the
$2100 Magic Kit! There are two part to this DVD, one
he explains how he created and a made the kits and the
second he shares seven money and counting
tricks—Money Hands, Panelo Bill Production, Magic
Money Poster and lots more.
Kidshow How-2 Plus! If you missed these long outof-print VHS tapes—Kidshow How-2 AND the first
Bag Of Magic plus bonus footage of Australian TV
on one NEW “OLD” DVD, now is your chance to see: How2 Lecture showing 15 tricks and routines (Flower Wallet,
Silver Scepter, Spooky Spoons and more!) Bag Of Magic
is a live classroom show from 1991, featuring Clapping
Hands, Man In The Moon, Purple Orange Eater and more.
Bonus Footage shows David doing the Wilting Flower and
Dancing Hank on Australian TV (1989).

15 each

$

Magic Ten By Ginn
This is a brand new CD-Rom/DVD package featuring
10 classic David Ginn books (out-of-print or going
out)—278 pages total—plus nearly two hours of DVD
showing 28 video clips from the books, plus the bonus
1984 live school shows.
The 10 books, each with new intros and lots of extras
are these: Comedy Warm-Ups For Children’s
Shows, The Snake Can, The Quick-Change
Silk, Close-Up A-Ginn, Comedy Card On Back,
Comedy Cut & Restored Neckerchief, Comedy
Linking Rings, Comedy Lunch Box, Bringing
Home The Laughs and Matchbox Delights.
Plus the Computerized Magic Behind The
Scenes—how I developed the show, the breakdown of the tricks and what happened
to Mr. Roboto 25 years later! The entire package at a super bargain price!

DVD + CD Rom...$35
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DVDs That Amaze

Michael Mode Presents...

Napkin Rose

Comes with 12 custom-printed red and green napkin rose
napkins FREE! Magician Michael Mode will teach you how
to easily twist a napkin into a realistic origami rose. In
addition to the basic napkin rose twist, you will also learn
several cool tips and tricks developed by Michael over the
years and taught on this DVD for the very first time.
ON THE DVD: Introduction, The Napkin Rose, Making
The Rose Glow, One-Ply Napkin Rose, A ROSE BY ANY
OTHER NAME—Learn how to print your name or logo right on the rose! SMELLS
LIKE A ROSE—How to make a scented napkin rose. TEA ROSE—A really great
miniature version of the napkin rose! EXTRAS—Learn the best way to carry the
roses, give the roses away, teach the napkin rose and much more!
BONUS MAGIC TRICKS—DVD Exclusive! ROSE AND A KISS and TORN AND
ROSE-STORED.

Napkin Rose
(REFILLS)

23

$

Get your refills to produce napkin roses; these are specially made for the NAPKIN
ROSE by Michael Mode. Each refill packages contains 50 napkins. Please specify
color when ordering! Choose from RED, YELLOW, PINK, PURPLE &
WHITE!

12 per package

$

Dave Forrest’s

The Silver Swindle
Created by Monanos and routined by Dave Forrest.
This is the Ultimate “Which Hand” Test. You’ll always know
which hand the signed coin is in and despite being allowed to
examine the coins, your audience will never know how!
An incredibly clever and ingenious gaff coin (included)
combined with a complete, professional, 3-phase routine by
Dave that steadily builds to its impossible climax, make this
one of the best “carry everywhere” miracles. There are No
Peeks, No Marks, No Magnets, No Stooges, No Chemicals and
Examinable. With the thorough DVD and gaffed coin you will be ready to blow
minds within an hour of opening the package.

25

$
30
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